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Introduction

WA

This year marks the fifth presentation of the ANNUAL BELL JAZZ LECTURE. On
the 20th September 1997, the Lecture will be delivered by Clement Senunler and
introduced by Dick Hughes.
1
The Bell Jazz Lecture was initiated by the late Harry Stein and the present Doubly
Gifted Committee continues to present this Lecture in association with the Annual
Arts Exhibition, as afaributeto the great Ausb-aUan jazz musician Graeme Bell and
to Harry Stein.
The Committee once again must offer its thanks to the Staff of Waverley Library
and to Waverley Council for making this Exhibition and lecture possible.
This year the Lecture is to be given by Dr. Clement Semmler. His contiibution to
jazz and jazz broadcasting and his wide knowledge and foresight guarantee a
Lecture which will both inform and question.
Clem Semmler was originally a high school teacher and became involved in school
broadcasts as a freelancer. He was one of the founders of the Adelaide Jazz Lovers'
Society in 1941, and in 1943 he joined the staff of the ABC as federal script editor for
educational broadcasting. He gradually found other projects being given to him
and, by the 1960s, had assumed sole control of all ABC programmes. This gave him
the opportunity to implement his belief that, at that time, jazz was an important
necessity in the national broadcasting service.
This Lecture will again present a new and interesting aspect of jazz and the future
of jazz.
Kate Dunbar
Co-Convenor
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Clement Semmler is one of Austraha's leading authors and
scholars. He has written and edited more than 20 books,
including the biography of Banjo Paterson, which have earned
him the awards of OBE and AM for his contributions to
Ausfi-alian literature. In 1968 the full degree of Doctor of
Letters was conferred on him by examination of published work by
the University of New England, the first time in the University's
history that the degree had been so awarded.
After graduating M.A. with honours in EngUsh at the University of
Adelaide, he joined the ABC in 1942 and worked his way up the
executive ladder to become head of TV, radio and overseas
broadcasting in 1960 and deputy general manager in 1965. It was
during these years that he put his love of jazz to good purpose by
inh-oducing a whole series of programs, the like of which have not
been seen, or heard since.
He is one of the country's foremost writers on jazz, whose
articles in newspapers and journals have appeared over many years.
In his retirement in Bowral he keeps his hand in by
conducting a regvdar jazz program on the local FM Commuruty
Station.

Graeme Bell
The Doubly Gifted Committee and Waverley Library have named
this lecture series on jazz, the Bell Jazz Lectures, in
honour of Graeme Bell's outstanding conb-ibution to jazz in
Australia and abroad over the lastfiftyyears. He is an
outstanding pianist, excellent band leader and composer of note.
Graeme is also a talented artist who has exhibited in the Doubly
Gifted exhibitions of visual art works by jazz musicians, as well as
contributing to other exhibitions.
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hank you, Dick Hughes, pianist exh-aordinary; the Doubly Gifted
Committee; Graeme and Dorothy Bell; and the jazz-loving fraternity here
present! I am greatly honoured to have been invited to talk to you on the
occasion of this, the 5th Annual Bell Lecture.
I

There are several reasons for this. I guess I'm one of the oldest jazz enthi^iasts in
Aush-alia - although Graeme says he can give me a month or two - and jazz has
been an enduring stimulus in my life. But there's more to it than that. This event
gives me the opportunity to salute Graeme on this, the 50th aimiversary of two
most notable landmarks in the history of Australian jazz, of which he was the
protagorust. His Dbdeland Jazz Band in April 1947 recorded 6 sides on the old 78
format for EMI, issued on the Regal-Zonophone label. This was the first
professionally recorded jazz in Australia. I remember them well: they sold for
two-and-sbcpence, and what a revelation it was to hear them: "The Lizard",
"Woodboume Strut", "Smokey Mokes" and the rest. Bearing in mind the limited
area of jazz appreciation in those years, the success of these recordings was
phenomenal. They sold over 50,000 copies each, and I guess their equivalent in
modem-day terms would be about a million copies.
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But even more epoch-making was that later in the year, on 3 July Graeme Bell's
Australian Jazz Band embarked on the S.S. Asturias to attend a worid youth festival
in Prague - probably the first major post-war cultural export from Aush"alia to
Europe. Their recording in Czechoslovakia, "Czechoslovakian Journey", marked
the occasion brilliantly The band then toured Europe to great acclaim and was a
catalyst for the revival of jazz in many centres - not least in London where in
February 1948 it opened its own jazz club in Leicester Square and literally took the
London jazz scene by storm. As Dr Bruce Johnson has noted in his Oxford
Companion to Aushralian Jazz, it was the first jazz band heard live in many venues
and inspired the formation of bands and clubs in its wake - not least Humphrey
Lyttleton's band later in 1948.
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What 1 say now is, I assure you, without false modesty, because if s one of the
events in my life of which I'm most proud.
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Back in 1940 a few tme believers (and believe me, you had to be true
believers in those days) had founded the Adelaide Jazz-lovers' Society -1 think one
of the first in this counhy, of which 1 had the honour to be the first president. One
of my fellow members was Dave Dallwitz, who, even then, had a small band that
played at some of our meetings and was thus laying the foundations of his very
considerable contributions to Australian jazz to follow, as musician and composer
1 moved to Sydney in 1946 but I kept in touch with Dave and in that year he wrote
to me about a jazz convention to be held in Melbourne in December. Here again
was a remarkable involvement by Graeme Bell in Ausfi-alian jazz history for, with
Harry Stein, he organized this festival. For may I remind you that, on the authority
of the Grove Dictionary of Jazz, this was the first jazz festival in the world. It
remarkably anticipated the famous Newport Festival by 8 years and the Monterey
by 12. hicidentally Graeme was responsible for another major happening in our
jazz history when, for the 4th festival in 1949, he organized a visit by that great jazz
baunpet player, Rex Stewart, the first ever overseas jazzman brought to Australia and a black one to boot!
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Dave Dallwitz persuaded me to go down to the 1946 festival and, alas, I don't think
there are too many of us left who were there. By that time I was beguming to have
some contix)l of ABC programs and I took dovm with me Ellis Blain, one of our
early jazz broadcasters, to record sections of the festival for later replay.
I remember the thrilling experience of hearing the Bell band in the flesh, as well as
Dave Dallwitz's Southern Jazz Group, the marvellous Pickerings from Tasmania
and the other participants - especially the trumpet player Tony Newstead. He was
to me a kindred spirit in the sense that he was a telecommunications executive,
with jazz as his abiding interest. Later, with the knowledge of the Bell band's
remarkable progress across Europe, I hammered at the ABC Concert Department
for an ABC-sponsored tour by the band on its return. The initial shock and horror
at this Satanic suggestion had to be heard to be believed. It was sacrilege that a jazz
band should sully the hallowed halls occupied by the classical greats who were the
mainstays of ABC concert schedules. Jazz in the eyes of the then poobahs of the
concert department could be equated with the publicly-expressed views of
E. Harold Davies, the Professor of Music at the Adelaide University when I first
began an ABC jazz program in 1939, that jazz was barbaric and a sign of a decadent
civilization. However I persisted; the Bell band got its tour, and, halleluiah, broke
ABC concert attendance records all round Austtalia.

1 hope you'll forgive this bout of nostalgia. I now pass on to a couple of issues that
I believe are germane to the future and status of jazz in this country. There are
some people who say jazz is dead. All I can say is that if that's the case the corpse
is in remarkably good condition. But there are provisos. We all know that the
history of jazz traditionally has involved a series of great leaps forward by
towering individualists. The New Orleans polyphony of JellyroU Morton gave way
to the soloist-led small groups miisic pioneered by Louis Armstrong. Then the big
swing outfits - the black bands of the Hendersons, Chick Webb, Andy Kirk,
Ellington, Basie and the rest and the white bands of Goodman, the Dorseys, Art
Shaw and others took centre stage. After Worid War 2 came Dizzy Gillespie and
the beboppers. Because they were dissatisfied with the predictable harmonies and
framework of bop, players like Omette Coleman and Colfrane embarked into the
atonal realm of free jazz, leading in turn to the even more way-out forms of free
jazz practised by Albert Ayler, Sun-Ra and others - so well chroiucled in her books
by Valerie Wihner.
As a result of all this I believe that in some cases jazz has been pushed to the
margin - in Austtalia as well. Let me put it this way. Right from its begiimings New Orleans, the Original Dbdeland Jazz Band or whatever, - and it's too often
forgotten - there's always been that nexus between jazz and dancing, because the
emphasis in true jazz is always on the beat. I always cherish the words of that great
Kansas City pianist and band-leader. Jay McShann:" I want my music to be
pleasing and I'd like for people to pat their foot to it. Yes, pat their foot. Otherwise
I'm dead." Or as Rudi Blesh put it in one of the best of the early books on jazz,
"Shining Trumpets", jazz is made up of melody and rhythm.
I've been to jazz festivals, as I know many of you have, where as soon as the
foot-tapping jazz begins, there's an irresistible impulse among the audience to take
partners and go into the dance. Think of the great days of the Savoy Balhoom in
Harlem appropriately called "The Track" where to the music of the great bands of
the day led by Chick Webb, Goodman, Basie, Ellington and the rest, dancers wore
out two pairs of shoes a night performing the Lindy Hop, the Bunny Hug, the Big
Apple, the Shimmy and aU the rest of them. Or remember that historic night at the
Palomar Ballroom when the Goodman band finally hit Los Angeles and the
dancers went crazy. Again, I remember when the Bell band played its first concert
of that ABC tour in Melbourne. Next morning the agitated ABC manager there
rang the Sydney head office. "My god! It was incredible! They were even dancing
in the aisles".
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But now, in Austtalia, free jazz has taken hold of some of our best musicians.
Instead of an emphasis on improvised or arranger-led rhythmic jazz, the music is
too often shuctured round the supposed superhuman faciUties of the soloist - to
put it bluntly, a self-indulgence in techiuque for its own sake. There's no concern
with rhythm or beat and the melody has flown away I've watched videos of some
of the so-called jazz from our leading festivals and I'm baffled and I despair So it is
too with some of our recent CDs. ft may be music of sorts, but for goodness sake
don't call it jazz - the jazz that is comprehensible, that excites us, the jazz of the
Bells, the Bamards, the Tom Bakers, the Society Syncopaters - foot tapping jazz.
There's an analogy with modem poetry, hi the best-loved poetry of the past,
rhyme was the melody and mette was the beat.
That's why we aU remember snatches of poetry, like Tennyson's "The Brook": "I
come from haimts of coot and hem/1 make a sudden sally/ And sparkle out
among tiie fem/ To.bicker down the valley" Or Thomas Hardy's "Seasons" :"This
is the weather the cuckoo Ukes/ And so do 1/ When showers behimble the
chestiiut spikes/ And nestiings fly/ And the maids come forth sprig-muslin
dressed/ And the little brovm rughtingale bills his best/ And they sit outside at the
'Travellers' Rest'/ And citizens dream of the south and west/ And so do I."
But not any more. Rhyme and mette, like melody and rhythm, are gone. What we
have in so much modem verse, free verse, is prose and often bad prose at that, cut
up into lines that make as much sense as a Chinese pakapu ticket.
Free verse, Uke free jazz, is imlikely to be remembered years ahead, because
there's nothing to hang \he memory of it on.
You may call these views old-fashioned. But I honestiy believe that jazz
everywhere needs a respite from experiment and selfpostiuing technique, ft
needs time to consoHdate its gains, to go back and re-assess all the wonderful
music that is still there - and how it may be maintained. The other opportunity I'd
like to take is to say something about the present-day quite disgraceful treatment of
jazz by the media and especially by broadcasting, by the established radio and TV
networks. Here again, at the risk of blowing my own trumpet (if you'll forgive the
pun) there are things that must be said. It's tmdoubtedly tme the resurgence of
jazz in the 1950s and 1960 owed much to the ABC's then very considerable
broadcasting of jazz. Much of that boils down, as Bmce Johnson has perceptively
noted in his book I've already referred to, to the influence that could be exerted in
high places by friends of jazz.
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Thaf s as tme of the print media as it is of broadcasting. When I assumed conttol of
ABC programs in the 1950s and 1960s, I was determined that jazz should get its fair
share of air time, not only because of my own interest, but because I believed then,
as I do now, that the tens of thousands of jazz lovers throughout Ausfralia who paid
their taxes, including the 8 cents a day or whatever they paid for nmning the ABC,
deserved it. They were the golden days of Eric Child's Saturday morning program
that was to run for a record 30 years; of at least two evening shows by Kym
Bonython and others at prime time; and of the mid-evening Thursday Night Swing
Club where for the first time we had live performances by Austtalian jazz groups from Syd Bromley's Brisbane Canecutters to groups led by Graeme, Don Burrows,
Dallwitz, not forgetting the memorable Port Jackson band and others. To cap it all
we had that magnificent jazz compere. Arch McKirdy every night from 10 tol2 with
Relax With Me, capably followed by Ian Neil's Music to Midnight after Arch
packed it in.
It's a plain fact that when I left the ABC in the late 1970s, so died much of that
jazz. What do we have now? A miserly four hours of jazz from 5 to 7 on Saturday
and Simday evenings on ABC FM (derisory tmsuitable times when people are
probably preparing dmner, or on their way home from sporting fbctures or
whatever and a miniscule percentage of the hundreds of hours of ttansmission time
on ABC radio networks. This is no reflection on Jim McLeod who does afinejob
within those miserable parameters. And when so very rarely indeed, I can't
remember the last occasion - ABC television records programs from a jazz festival,
when do we see them? Parked away in the midnight hours, that's where. The tmth
of course is that nobody in the top echelons of the ABC cares two hoots about jazz hence, as we might say, the pyramids. Even on SBS we get only very occasionally a
program on jazz. As for commercial radio - what a laugh! In the incessant yaketyyak of talk-back, so memorably described by the late Max Harris as a device to
reinforce the stupid in their stupidity - you'd seldom hear a jazz record from one
year to the other. In commercial television - never a glimpse of jazz.
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ft was hearterung therefore to read in last month's issue of Eric Myers' '7azzchord"
tiie cudgels being taken up on this matter. After references to the skimpy and
throwaway coverage of jazz in the printed media, the article concemed
continued:"The failure of ABC Arts programs to include jazz as part of their normal
coverage, continues. Radio National's Arts Today is a case in point. Last year the

programe was produced by Mark Wakeley, who showed Httle interest in having
items on jazz as a normal part of the program's agenda. In 1996 there was one jazz
item on the program. Similar remarks apply to ABC television's discontinued
Review program where items on jazz were few and far between and tiie art form
was heated as a novelty. Review's successor, the much superior Express has now
been on the air for some months and still hasn't included an item on jazz. Both
ABC and SBS continue to purchase program after program of opera and orchesfral
nusic performances, but no jazz programs, ft's not as if there isn't anything out
tiiere to buy It's not hard to imagine the implications for audience development
and for the atttaction of sponsors to a music that ttaditionally has had great
difticulty in finding money from outside the arena of public funding, if the public
profile of jazz is restricted to the odd feature article and a handfull of reviews.
Action is needed before it's too late."
Well, maybe if every jazz enthusiast in Austtalia wrote in protest to the ABC
tiiere might be a change of heart. But don't hold your breath. Jazz
obviously has no fiiends at the top. However at least, in this context, I can pay a
sincere tribute to the local community FM stations that keep the flame of jazz
brightiy burning. It was sad that the efforts of a dedicated group to gain a licence
for an all-jazz station didn't succeed in the face, I guess, of an un-hip bureaucracy.
But the present community stations, and I single out especially MBS which for
years now has been a leader among them in presenting jazz and sponsoring its
recording - these stations continue to delight jazzlovers with programs at peak
listerung times. Long may they continue and be given our support.
The eminent jazz historian, James Lincoln Collier, has written that in our generation
jazz has become a muversal language claiming the devoted interest of milUons
tiiroughout the world and that for many, musicians as well as listeners, it is a
centtal fact of their existence and one of the main ingredients of their emotional
lives. Any medium that has inspired so much love over so much of the world,
deserves to be taken seriously Certainly all of us here today do and tiie challenge
for us is to continue our proselytizing for it.
I'm reminded too of Eddie Condon's remark once, that jazz is democracy set to
music because, in its appreciation, differences of colour, religion and race
simply fuse into a whole - a marvellous statement by one of the greats of jazz
history, todeed, since I've mentioned Eddie Condon's name perhaps I could

conclude with an anecdote or two about a jazz personality who as musician,
band-leader, catalyst and enttepreneur, won the respect and especially
affection of his legion of admirers. That I was able to see and hear the Condon
group at his first nightspot in Greenwich Village, remains one of my happiest
memories. Eddie was a jazz purist who didn't like bop or anytiiing beyond it.
Once when a waiter in his club dropped a ttay of plates and cutiery, Eddie
looked up from his drink and ordered, "None of that progressive jazz in here!"
When he opened his club and a reporter asked him its capacity, Eddie replied, "Oh,.
about 200 cases." I don't know whether he gave the reporter his recommended
hangover cure - take the juice of two quarts of whiskey. Yet though Eddie drank, he
was never a drunk, though sometimes his wife Phyllis worried about his intake.
On one occasion she typed up a ghoulish list of musician friends who had died of
liver trouble, Silentiy she handed it to Eddie. Silentiy he read it and then observed,
"There's a drummer missing", and handed it back.
Jazz has brought me countless hours of enjoyment and relaxation as well as
giving me cherished friendships among its practitioners and fellow
enthusiasts both in this country and overseas. And because the music has so
enriched my life it has been both a privilege and a pleasure to talk to you today
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Don't forget
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The 7th Doubly Gifted Exhibition and
6th Bell Jazz Lecture will be held during
September 1998
General enquiries or further information
may be obtained from:
The Secretary, Doubly Gifted Committee,
Jeannie Mc Innes, 5 Lodge Avenue,
Old Toongabbie, 2146
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